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“aye meri yeh kyun re” is a song from the film sarbjit (2004). it is the first song of the film
and is composed by sandeep shirodkar. the song is sung by abhijeet and it was a big hit.

the song is extremely popular among its viewers. the video features actress karisma
kapoor and the song is picturized on her. the video for this song was directed by shonali

bose. “suno suno” is a song from the movie sarbjit (2004). the song is composed by
sandeep shirodkar and the music video features actress karisma kapoor. the video for this

song was directed by shonali bose. the song is sung by abhijeet and the video was
picturized on him. the song was a major hit. the video features actress karisma kapoor
and the song is picturized on her. so, its no surprise that rai was signed for the role of

sarbjit, as the film is expected to be a commercial success. after all, she is the top
bollywood actress. but in her previous films, she was just the heroine - never the lead. the
role of sarbjit has pushed aishwarya into new territory. her performance will be judged by
the millions who have seen her in films like kumkum bhagya, dilli wali thakur ghatotkach,

and satyameva jayate. randeep hooda started his film career with monsoon wedding
directed by mira nair. he played a small role in the film called rahul chadha and was able
to leave his imprint on the part. monsoon wedding came out in 2001, and randeeps next
release as a leading man was d directed by ace filmmaker ram gopal varma. randeep has
been acting on stage and in films for nearly two decades now and is responsible for some
of the most memorable performances in hindi cinema. as the star celebrates his birthday,

here is looking at five of his most extraordinary movies and performances that left an
undying mark on the audiences hearts, with his class act.
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